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PREFACE

This guide contains instructions for using the 884 Tape Loader Tape. Section 1 is
an introduction to the P190 Programmer keyboard, tape drive, CRT screen, and
memory protect. Section 2 explains the ATTACH and DETACH procedures as well
as how to enter passwords if the PC is password protected. Section 3 lists and explains
the function of each software label available in the PC Operations (PC OPS) section
of the tape. Section 4 contains all the information needed to load, record, and compare
memory by providing descriptions of all the software labels available in the tape loader
(TAPE LDR) section of the tape.
The information in this document is subject to change without notice and should not
be construed as a commitment by Gould Inc., Industrial Automation Systems. Gould
Inc., assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document. No
part of this document may be reproduced in any form without the express written
permission of Gould Inc., Industrial Automation Systems. All rights reserved.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This manual provides instructions for using the 884 Tape Loader Tape (AST884-003) with a P190 Programmer and a Gould 884 Programmable Controller.
The tape loader tape can be used to load the 884 PC with data from a data tape
which is inserted into the P190 Programmer and it can record the PC’s memory
onto a blank tape in the P190. The tape loader tape can also compare the memory
in the 884 Controller with the memory on a P190 data tape and list all the
miscompares on the P19Clscreen.
This tape also contains PC operations which include the ability to clear the PC’s
memory all at once or by sections, to enable groups of coils or discrete inputs, to
set the scan rate, and to set the communication port parameters.
Section 2, The P190 Programmer, is an introduction to the P190 Programming
Panel, tape drive, CRT screen, and Memory Protect. Section 3 covers the ATTACH
and DETACH procedures as well as how to enter passwords if the PC is password
protected. Section 4 covers PC Operations (PC OPS). Each software label under PC
OPS is listed and its function explained. Section 5 contains all the information
needed to load, record, and compare memory. It contains descriptions of all the
software labels available under the Tape Loader (TAPE LDR) software label key.
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SECTION 2
THE PI90 PROGRAMMER

This section describes the Gould PlQO Programmer. The PlQO Programmer uses
Gould program tapes to program and configure the Gould 884 Programmable
Controller with basic relay logic. For additional PlQO information, not 884 specific,
consult the Gould PlQO Programmer User’s Manual.
2.1

KEYBOARD
The PlQO keyboard has four sections: alphabetic keys, numeric keys, function
keys, and software label keys. See Figure 2-1.
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KEYS

Figure 2-1. P190 Keyboard

2.1.1

Software Label Keys
All the P190/884 PC software tapes display software labels on the P190 screen.
These software labels tell you what software capabilities are available from a
specific screen display. There are eight available labels, alternating white and
black blocks at the bottom of the screen. These labels correspond to eight
software label keys at the top of the P190 keyboard, just below the screen. These
are blank keys which are alternately color coded white and grey to directly
correspond to the labels above them. The black software label matches the grey
software label key beneath it, and the white software label matches the white
software label key beneath it.
All software labels which use two lines are dual function keys. The bottom
function is activated by pressing the corresponding software label key. To activate
the top function, the software label key must be pressed simultaneously with one
of the normal SHIFT keys or after pressing the special SHIFT lock key (see Section
2.1.2.1).
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PREV MENU and CANCEL are software labels which appear on most of the
function screens. When the PREV MENU sotware label key is pressed, the previous
set of software labels is returned to the screen. When the CANCEL software label
key is pressed the requested action is canceled.
2.1.2 Function Keys
2.1.2.1

SHIFT
Since it can be difficult to press two keys simultaneously, the P1901884 PC tapes
offer a special SHIFT function. The blank orange key in the function keys section,
beside the cursor control keys, is used as a SHIFT key. Its function is similar to
a SHIFT LOCK.
When this key is pressed, the whole keyboard is shifted and the word SHIFT
appears in the lower left of the P190 screen. Once another key is pressed, the
SHIFT LOCK is released. If this SHIFT key is pressed and then is not needed,
press the key again to return to the normal keyboard. The normal SHIFT keys can
still be used, but must be pressed simultaneously with the desired function key.

2.1.2.2

RuboutlBackspace (RUBOUTIBKSP)
The RUBOUTlBKSP key is in the alphabetic keys section of the keyboard; it is used
when entering a data field onto the P190 screen. By pressing the SHIFT key and
the RUBOUTlBKSP key, the entire entry at the cursor position is deleted and the
cursor is moved to the first location of the data field. Press the RUBOUTlBKSP key
without the SHIFT key to delete the last character entered and move the cursor one
position to the left.

2.1.2.3

ENTER
By pressing the ENTER key, the value in the Assembly Register (AR) is inserted in
the specified data field in the P190. Before the value is inserted it is validated;
illegal data is not inserted even if the ENTER key has been pressed.

2.1.2.4

PRINT
This key is used to print the current screen display if an RS-232-C compatible
printer is connected to port 2 on the P190. The PRINT key is active at all times.

2.1.2.5

RESET/EXIT
Only the RESET function is available with the 884 Tape Loader Tape. To reset,
press the SHIFT key and the RESET/EXIT key. The user is returned to the attached
level and the following software labels:

2.1.2.6

CLEAR ERROR
Press the CLEAR ERROR key to clear an error or information message from the
error line on the P190 screen.
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2.1.2.7

INIT and INIT LOCK
The INIT and INIT LOCK keys are the red keys located at the top of the numeric
keys section of the keyboard. These keys are pressed simultaneously
to load or
reload the tape in the P190 tape drive into the P19O’s memory. It is not necessary
to press these keys immediately
after power-up; the first tape inserted into the
tape drive is automatically
loaded.

2.1.2.8

CLEAR AR
Press this key to clear the value in the Assembly Register (AR) and replace it with
zeros. This key also clears any error messages pertaining to the AR.

2.2

TAPE DRIVE
The P190 tape drive is located in the upper right-hand
beside the CRT screen. See Figure 2-2.

corner of the programmer,

To insert a tape, hold it so that the metal plate is on the underside and the exposed
tape is toward the tape drive. (See the notes contained
in this section before
inserting a tape.) Press firmly until the tape clicks into place. Press the INIT and
INIT LOCK keys simultaneously
to load the tape into the programmer unless it is
the first tape inserted after power-up. To remove the tape, open the door to the tape
drive and press the eject pushbutton.
NOTES
Slide the tape’s RECORD tab in the direction opposite that
indicated by the arrow on the tab, unless you are using the
tape loader tape RECORD PC function. Doing this prevents
the tape from being accidentally written over.
Only remove the tape when it is no longer needed and a new
tape is to be inserted because the P190 rereads the tape
before performing certain operations.

Figure 2-2. Inserting a Tape Into the Tape Drive
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2.3

CRT SCREEN
There are five major divisions on the P190 CRT screen. The largest division
contains help information or instructions; it is also where user-entered data fields
are displayed (e.g., from and to register ranges, title, date, etc.). This section starts
at the top of the screen and reaches to approximately the seventh line up from the
bottom of the screen. See Figure 2-3.
The software labels are at the very bottom of the screen. These labels represent
the different software functions available with the tape loader tape. They are
alternately color coded to correspond to the software label keys on the P190
keyboard.
Another division is the line directly above the software labels which is reserved for
general information. For example, it displays “SHIFT” when the SHIFT lock is in
effect, and it informs the user of the pending operation.
The line above the information line is the error line. All error messages appear
beside “ERROR:” and flash to alert the user. Also on this line, to the far right on the
screen, is the Assembly Register (AR) data field. This field is only present when the
user may be required to enter a value. The field appears as follows: “AR: 00000”.

RANGE OF NETWORKS TO SE COMPARED

TAPE FROM

TAPE

TO

PC FROM

INSERT PC DATA
TAPE INTO TAPE DRIVE
BEFORE PRESSING PROCEED

ERROR LINE
INFORMATIONLINE
SOFTWARE LABELS

L

ERROR:
INVALID NETWORK NUMBER
OPERATION PENDING:
COYPARE NETWORKS

AR:

00000

.

ASSEMBLY REGISTER

PREV. MENU

ALL

Figure 2-3. CRT Screen

2.4

MEMORY PROTECT
The Memory Protect key on the P190 Panel determines the operating mode,
Monitor or Program, of the P190. If this key is in the LOCK position (see Figure
2-4a), the P190 is in the Monitor mode. In Monitor mode you can examine any
information in the PC, but cannot change any portion of the controller’s memory,
or start and stop the PC.
If the key is in the UNLOCK position (see Figure 2-4b), the P190 is in the program
mode. In Program mode you can examine as well as change any information in the
controller’s memory, and start and stop the PC.
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If the key’s status is changed from Monitor (LOCK) to Program (UNLOCK) during
an operation, the P190 returns to the power-up level. If the key’s status is changed
from Program to Monitor, the P190 appears to keep the user at the program level
but with monitor-only privileges.

2-4a. Lock

2-46. Unlock
Figure 2-4. Memory Protect
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SECTION 3
POWER-UP LEVEL

This section covers the procedures for attaching to the 884 PC and, if needed, how
to enter passwords when the controller is password protected. Once attached, at
the operations level, it is possible to start and stop the PC and enter either the PC
Operations or Tape Loader sections of the tape if the P190 keylock is in the unlock
position. If the P190 keylock is in the locked or vertical position, the P190 is in
Monitor mode; only the PC Operations section of the tape is available. The top half
of the screen displays either “PC OPERATIONS” and “TAPE LOADER”, or “PC
OPERATIONS” and “MONITOR ONLY”. The DETACH procedure is also explained
in this section.
At power-up the P190 screen displays the P190 port parameters, the software
labels EVAL TAPE and ATTACH, and instructions for each function.
3.1

EVALUATE TAPE (EVAL TAPE)
This function is used to evaluate the quality of a data tape. To do so, press the
EVAL TAPE software label key, insert a data tape into the P190 tape drive, and
press the PROCEED software label key. Pressing CANCEL cancels the request and
returns the EVAL TAPE and ATTACH software labels. Press STOP to stop the tape
evaluation at any point. When STOP is pressed, the PROCEED and CANCEL
software labels are presented, allowing you to continue or abort the tape
evaluation.

3.2

ATTACH AND PASSWORD OPERATIONS
Although the P190 is physically attached to the 884 PC, the ATTACH software label
key must be pressed and the attach must be successful for communications to
exist between the P190 and the 884.
If the 884 Controller is password protected, the software labels PASSWORD and
END PASSWD appear on the screen along with password information (e.g.,
whether or not a level is password protected, and the privileges granted at each
password level).
To enter a password, press the PASSWORD software label key and enter up to

eight alphanumeric characters. The characters appear as asterisks on the screen
to ensure privacy. When you finish entering the password, press the END PASSWD
software label key. If the password entered is level 3, the attach is complete and
the operations level screen is displayed along with the following software labels:
If the password entered is level 1 or 2, the attach is complete and the OPERS
software label is added to the display. It is still possible to enter a higher level
password. If this is not possible or not desired, press the OPERS software label
key to reach the operations level.
If an incorrect password is entered, an error message and the power-up screen are
displayed.
3.2.1

START PC
This software label key is used to start the 884 PC if it is not already running. To
start the PC press the START PC software label key then press PROCEED.
Pressing the CANCEL software label key cancels the request and returns the
previous set of software labels.
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3.2.2

STOP PC
This software label key is used to stop the 884 PC if it is running. To stop the PC
press the STOP PC software label key then press PROCEED. Pressing the CANCEL
software label key cancels the request and returns the previous set of software
labels.

3.2.3

PC Operations (PC OPS)
When this software label key is pressed, the PC OPS section of the tape is loaded
and the following software labels appear on the screen:

These and all the other PC operations functions are explained in Section 4 of this
manual.
3.2.4

Tape Loader (TAPE LDR)
When the TAPE LDR software label key is pressed, the tape loader section of the
tape is loaded and the following software labels appear on the screen:

These and all the other tape loader functions are explained in Section 5.
3.2.5

DETACH
Press this software label key to stop communications between the P190
Programmer and the 884 Controller. The user is returned to the power-up screen
and the EVAL TAPE and ATTACH software labels.
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SECTION 4
PC OPERATIONS (PC OPS)

This section covers PC Operations which include:
l

clearing all or part of the 884’s memory

l

enabling coils or discrete inputs individually or in groups

l

setting the scan rate

l

setting the communication port parameters

l

starting and stopping the PC

This section contains descriptions of each software label function available under
PC OPS.
When the PC OPS software label key is pressed, the following software labels
appear on the screen:

Figure 4-l is a flow diagram of all the PC Operations software labels.
4.1

CLEAR PC
When the CLEAR PC software label key is pressed the following software labels
appear on the screen:

The message “SELECT DESIRED CLEAR FUNCTION” appears at the bottom of the
screen.
The 884 Memory Protect key must be OFF to clear any or all of memory.
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Figure 4-1. PC Operations Flow Diagram
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4.1.1

Clear All Memory (ALL MEMORY)
Pressing this software label key, followed by the PROCEED software label key,
does the following:
l

fills user logic with END OF LOGIC nodes

l

changes coil states to ENABLED OFF

.

clears register values

l

clears the Traffic Cop table

l

clears the password table

The message “ALL MEMORY CLEARED” appears on the information line when the
clear is complete.
4.1.2

Clear User Logic (USER LOG)
When this software label key is pressed the software labels PROCEED and
CANCEL appear on the screen. Press the PROCEED software label key to clear
user logic; the message “USER LOGIC CLEARED” appears on the information line.
Pressing CANCEL aborts the function.

4.1.3

Clear Registers (REGISTERS)
Press this software label key to set chosen register values to zero. The following
software labels appear on the screen:

The corresponding software label keys are used to select and clear the range of
registers.
4.1.3.1

FROM and TO
The FROM and TO software label keys are used to set the range of registers to be
cleared. Any register references can be entered except 3XXXX input register
references. This includes 2XXXX sequencer references, 4XXXX holding register
references, and 5XXXX double precision register references. The TO reference
number must be equal to or greater than the FROM reference number and must
be the same reference type. After entering the desired values press PROCEED to
activate the clear function. CANCEL aborts the function.

4.1.3.2

ALL
Press the ALL software label key followed by PROCEED to clear all the registers
except 3XXXX input registers. Pressing CANCEL aborts the function.
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4.1.3.3

HELP
When the HELP software label key is pressed, the following information
displayed on the screen:

is

CLEAR REGISTERS/ENABLE COILS, DISCRETES HELP MENU

4.1.3.4

4.1.4

I

FROM

-

KEY STARTING REF. # INTO AR. PRESS “FROM”

KEY

TO

-

KEY ENDING REFERENCE # INTO AR. PRESS “TO” KEY

ALL

-

CLEARS ALL REGISTERS; ENABLES ALL COILS, DISCRETES

CLR RNG

-

CLEAR LOW AND HIGH RANGES

PROCEED

-

PERFORM THE PENDING OPERATION FOR SPEClFlC BLOCK
OF REFERENCE NUMBERS

CANCEL

-

DO NOT PERFORM PENDING OPERATION. RETURN TO PREV
MENU

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press this software label key to clear the FROM and TO fields from the P190
Programmer screen. This does not clear PC memory.
Enable Coils (EN COILS)
Press this software label key to set chosen coils to an enabled state. The following
software labels ap pear on the screen:

PROM

nnnrI

TO

UUUII

I

I

ALL

I

I

HELP

I

I

CLR RNO

I

The corresponding software label keys are used to select and clear the range of
co,ils to be enabled.
4.1.4.1

FROM and TQ
The FROM and TO software label keys are used to set the range of coils to be
enabled. Only OXXXX references can be entered and the TO reference number must
be equal to or greater than the FROM reference number. After entering the desired
values press PROCEED to activate the enable function or CANCEL to abort the
function.

4.1.4.2

ALL
Press the ALL software label key followed by PROCEED to enable all the OXXXX
coils. Pressing CANCEL aborts the function.
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4.1.4.3

HELP
When the HELP software label key is pressed, the following information
displayed on the screen:

is

CLEAR REGISTERS/ENABLE COILS, DISCRETES HELP MENU

4.1.4.4

4.15

FROM

-

KEY STARTING REF. # INTO AR. PRESS “FROM”

KEY

TO

-

KEY ENDING REFERENCE # INTO AR. PRESS “TO” KEY

ALL

-

CLEARS ALL REGISTERS; ENABLES ALL COILS, DISCRETES

CLR RNG

-

CLEAR LOW AND HIGH RANGES

PROCEED

-

PERFORM THE PENDING OPERATION FOR SPECIFIC BLOCK
OF REFERENCE NUMBERS

CANCEL

-

DO NOT PERFORM PENDING OPERATION. RETURN TO PREV
MENU

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press this software label key to clear the FROM and TO fields from the Pi90
Programmer screen. This does not clear PC memory.
Enable Discrete Inputs (EN DISC)
Press this software label key to set chosen discrete inputs to an enabled state. The
following software labels appear on the screen:

The corresponding software label keys are used to select and clear the range of
discrete inputs to be enabled.
4.151

FROM and TO
The FROM and TO software label keys are used to set the range of discrete inputs
to be enabled. Only 1XXXX references can be entered and the TO reference number
must be equal to or greater than the FROM reference number. After entering the
desired values press PROCEED to activate the enable function or CANCEL to abort
the function.

4.1.5.2

ALL
Press the ALL software label key followed by PROCEED to enable all the 1XXXX
discrete inputs. Pressing CANCEL aborts the function.
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4.153

HELP
When the HELP software label key is pressed, the following
displayed on the screen:

information

is

CLEAR REGISTERS/ENABLE COILS, DISCRETES HELP MENU
FROM

-

KEY STARTING REF. # INTO AR. PRESS “FROM”

KEY

TO

-

KEY ENDING REFERENCE # INTO AR. PRESS “TO” KEY

ALL

-

CLEARS ALL REGISTERS; ENABLES ALL COILS, DISCRETES

CLR

-

CLEAR LOW AND HIGH RANGES

PROCEED

-

PERFORM THE PENDING OPERATION FOR SPECIFIC BLOCK
OF REFERENCE NUMBERS

CANCEL

-

DO NOT PERFORM PENDING OPERATION. RETURN TO PREV
MENU

4.154

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press this software label key to clear the FROM and TO fields from the P190
Programmer screen. This does not clear PC memory.

4.1.6

Evaluate Table (EVAL TABLE)
When you press the EVAL TABLE software label key, the 884 PC’s standard
configurable table, traffic cop, and user logic are checked. If any of these areas
contains invalid information, an appropriate message is displayed on the screen.
This message prompts you to clear the invalid areas. Whether or not any of the
areas is invalid, the ALL MEMORY and INIT TABLE software label keys are
displayed. Figure 4-2 is the screen display that appears when the EVAL TABLE
software label key is pressed.

PISO/

PC OPERATIONS

ALL MEMORY

-

INITIALIZE

EVAL TABLE

-

A.
8.
C.

PREV MENU

-

RETURNS

-

INITIALIZE

TABLE

ALL PC MEMORY

STANDARD CONFIGURABLE
TRAFFIC COP
USER LOGIC
TO PC OPS LEVEL

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
ALL

TABLES

VALID

\

Figure 4-2. EVAL TABLE Screen Display
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4.1.6.1

Clear All Memory (ALL MEMORY)
Pressing this software label key, followed by the PROCEED software label key,
does the following:
l

fills user logic with END OF LOGIC nodes

l

changes coil states to ENABLED OFF

.

clears register values

l

clears the Traffic Cop table

l

clears the password table

The message “ALL MEMORY CLEARED” appears on the information line when the
clear is complete.
4.1.6.2

Clear Table (INIT TABLE)
To clear a table:
1.

Stop the PC if it is running.

2.

Enter the letter A, B, or C into the AR.
Table A is Standard Configurable; table B is the Traffic Cop table; and table
C is User Logic. See Figure 4-2.

4.2

3.

Press the INIT TABLE software label key.

4.

Press the PROCEED software label key.

PC CONFIG
This software label key, when pressed, brings up the software labels UPDATE, SET
SCAN, SET PORT, and PREV MENU. The corresponding software label keys are
used to set the scan rate and communication parameters.
There is a switch inside the front panel of the 664 Controller Module which controls
whether the communication port parameters are being taken from software or
hardware. To access this switch, remove the black plate just below the memory
protect key. See Figure 4-3.
If the switch is up, toward MEM, the controller uses the port parameters set using
the PC OPS section of the tape loader tape. If the switch is down, toward DIP, the
controller uses the port parameters set in the DIP switch pack inside the controller
module. These DIP switches are set in the factory to correspond to the default
parameters of the P190 Programmer.
If the user does not wish to use the default parameters, place the switch in the up
position, MEM, and change the parameters using the P190 and the PC OPS section
of the tape.
NOTE
The P190 only displays the MEM parameters on the screen.
This is true even when the MEM/DIP switch is in the DIP
position.
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COMMUNICATION
T
‘ OGGLE
SWITCH

,

,

BATTERY

ACCESS PANEL

figure 4-3. MEMIDIP Switch

4.21

UPDATE
Press this software label key to update the configuration table displayed on the
screen. This function has no effect on the PC; it just reports the newest
information on the screen. Figure 4-4 is a sample configuration table.

884A

2048
2041

MEMORY SIZE:
TOTAL UNUSED MEMORY:

:xX
4x
9x

TABLE

H\GHEST NETWORK USED:
TOTAL # OF IO CHANNELS USED:
MAXIMUM # OF IO CHANNELS:

IX
3X
5X

0788
0032

COILS:
SEQUENCERS:
~~+;lt$REGIITERS:

PC PORT:

CONFIGURATION

DISCRETE INPUTS:
INPUT REGISTERS:
D8L PREC. REGS.:

0000
ODD1
ODD4

0258
0128
0032

:xX:

I

MODE

PARITY

RTU

EVEN

STOP BIT8
I

BAUD RATE
09600

DEVICE

ADDR

0001

/

\

Figure 4-4. Configuration Table
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4.2.2

SET SCAN
This function allows the user’s program to be scanned at a fixed interval or at the
natural (free run) scan rate. This does not allow the controller to solve logic faster
or to end a scan prematurely.There are two types of scans - constant and free
run.

4.2.2.1

Constant Scan (CONSTANT)
The constant scan function allows the user to set a target scan time between 1
and 195 milliseconds. Target scan time is the time between the start of one scan
and the start of the next scan. This function is useful in applications in which data
must be sampled at constant time intervals.
To set the constant scan time:
1.

Enter a scan time between 1 and 195 milliseconds into the AR

2.

Press the CONSTANT software label key.

3.

Press the ENTER key.

To cancel the constant scan, press the FREE RUN software label key.
NOTE

If a target scan time which is less than the natural scan rate
is entered, the scan is performed at the natural (free run)
scan rate.
4.2.2.2

4.2.3

Free Run Scan (FREE RUN)
The free run scan function is used to cancel the constant scan. This allows the
controller to run at its natural scan rate. To implement this function simply press
the FREE RUN software label key.
SET PORT
When this software
displayed:

label key is pressed the following

software

labels are

These software label keys are used to set the communications parameters for the
P190 ports.
NOTE
The software label keys used to choose between two
parameters (RTU/ASCll, EVEN/ODD, and 1 STOP BIT12 STOP
BIT) are not toggle keys. They are upper and lower case keys
where the upper function is selected by pressing SHIFT and
the software label key.
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4.2.3.1

RTWASCI I
This software label key is used to select the Modbus communication mode - RTU
or ASCII. Press this software label key and the SHIFT key for RTU. RTU (Remote
Terminal Unit) mode is generally used to communicate between the 884 PC and the
P190 Programmer. It can also be used for Modbus communications.
Press the RTUlASCll software label key without the SHIFT key for ASCII. ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) mode is used for Modbus
communications.
On the initial configuration, the controller defaults to the DIP switch settings
inside the back of the P190 Programmer, typically RTU.

4.2.3.2

NO PARITY
Press this software label key to select NO PARITY. (To reselect parity, use the
EVEN/ODD software label key).
On the initial configuration, the controller defaults to the DIP switch settings
inside the back of the P190 Programmer, typically even parity.

4.2.3.3

EVEN/ODD
This software label key is only used to select the type of parity. To select EVEN
parity, press this software label key and the SHIFT key. Press EVEN/ODD without
the SHIFT key to select ODD parity.
On the initial configuration, the controller defaults to the DIP switch settings
inside the back of the P190 Programmer, typically EVEN parity.

4.2.3.4

1 STOP BIT12 STOP BIT
Press this software label key and the SHIFT key to select 1 STOP BIT. To select
2 STOP BITS press this software label key without the SHIFT key.
On the initial configuration, the controller defaults to the DIP switch settings
inside the back of the P190 Programmer, typically 1 STOP BIT.

4.2.3.5

BAUD RATE
Set the baud rate to match the baud rate of the equipment the 884 PC is
communicating with. Enter one of the following baud rates into the AR:
50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600,
or 19200.
Press the BAUD RATE software label key to enter the value.
On the initial configuration, the controller defaults to the DIP switch settings
inside the back of the P190 Programmer, typically a baud rate of 9600.
NOTE
The P190 cannot communicate at 19200 baud itself but can
set the PC to do so.
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4.3

OPERATIONS LEVEL (OPERS)
Pressing this software label key returns the previous set of software labels, the
operations level:

4.4

DEVICE ADDRESS
The P190 is capable of communicating, through a modem, with 247 devices in a
line; the line is divided into networks of 32 devices each. Each device has a unique
address with the range of 1 to 247. If only one device is communicating with the
P190 (e.g., an 884 PC) the device address is 1.
The device address is displayed on the 884 configuration table screen. It is set via
a DIP switch pack in the 884 PC. It is not possible to enter a device address using
software.The device address is set to 1 at the factory, prior to shipment.

4.5

DETACH
Pressing this software label key terminates communications between the P190
and the 884. Since the 884 cannot be programmed if it is not attached to the P190,
the ATTACH software label is displayed on the screen after DETACH is pressed.
If in the tape loader section when DETACH is pressed, the PC OPS section of the
tape is reloaded.
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SECTION 5
TAPE LOADER (TAPE LDR)

This section describes all the software functions made available when the TAPE
LDR software label key is pressed. It provides all the information needed to load
the controller’s memory from a data tape, record the PC’s memory to a blank tape,
and compare the 884’s memory with the data tape in the P190. The password level
required differs for most functions as does the state of the 884’s Memory Protect
key.
When the TAPE LDR and PROCEED software label keys are pressed the following
software labels appear on the screen:

These are the main tape loader functions. When each of these software label keys
is pressed, another set of software labels appears. Figure 5-l is a flow diagram of
the LOAD PC functions; the RECORD PC functions are contained in Figure 5-2; and
Figure 5-3 shows all the COMPARE PC software functions.
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I

LOAD

I
ALL

I

MEMORY

PC

I

I

NETWORKS

I

REGISTERS

TRAF. COP

I

I
OPTIONS

PREV. MENU

I
I

PREV.

MENU

PREV.

MENU

I

I

r-l

TAPE TO
--__-_-_
TAPE FROM

I

I

I
ALL
_------

FROM

TO

PXXXX

ALL
------

ALL

ALL

I

I

4XXXX

CLR

PROCEED

RNG

Figure 5-1. LOAD PC Functions

/

RECORD PC

I

I
SET TITLE

1
I

I
SET DATE

SET SER.

#

PROCEED

PREV. MENU
+

I

I

END DATE

END SER. *

Figure 5-2. RECORD
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SXXXX
-_

PC Functions

PREV. MENU

TAPE LOADER (TAPE LDR)
5.1

LOAD PC
The LOAD PC function is used to write data from a P190 data tape to the 884 PC
memory. Part or all of the data can be loaded into the PC. The 884 Memory Protect
key must be in the OFF position for all the load functions. To begin the load
operation press the LOAD PC software label key. The following software labels
appear on the screen:

Determine whether all the data or just a portion of it is to be loaded, and press the
appropriate software label key. When PROCEED is pressed to start the load
operation, the PAUSE software label is displayed. Press PAUSE to stop the loading
process. Once PAUSE has been pressed, the operation can be restarted by
pressing CONTINUE or canceled by pressing ABORT.
NOTE
Before the load functions can be used, the PC must be
stopped and the user must be at password level 1 or higher.
51.1

Load All Memory (ALL MEMORY)
Pressing this software label key at password level 3, followed by PROCEED, loads
all the tape’s data to the PC. This data includes the following:
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

5.1.2

Networks
Coils
Registers
Traffic Cop Table
Password Table
Configurable Parameters (includes number of l/O Channels configured and the
communication port parameters)
Options (if any)

Load Networks (NETWORKS)
All the networks on the P190 data tape or just a portion of them can be loaded to
the 884. When the NETWORKS software label key is pressed at password level 2
or 3, the following software labels appear on the screen:

T~PAEP~FTROOY 1

1

PC FROM

1

1

ALL

1

j

CLR

RN~

1

1

P~~CEEO

]

1 PREV.

MENU

To begin loading networks, select a network range using the available software
label keys, then press the PROCEED software label key.
Before the load takes place, the controller checks the coil and latch used table.
If the data tape contains coils and/or latches which are already used in the 884,
the conflicting data tape references are listed on the screen. Figure 5-4 is a sample
coil conflict screen.
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COIL CONFLICT

CONFLICT

RESOLUTION

CONFLICT

00001=

00005

RESOLUTION

RESOLUTION

=

Figure 5-4. Coil Conflict

CONFICT
00017-00032

RESOLUTION
=

Screen

All conflicts must be resolved before the load can be performed. When the conflict
screen appears, the cursor is beside the first conflict in the first column. To resolve
the conflict, enter a new coil reference or references, or a new latch reference or
references and press the ENTER key. If the references are valid, the cursor moves
to the next conflict (in the next column); if the references are already being used,
an error message appears and the cursor remains beside the conflict.
When all the conflicts have been resolved, the networks are loaded.
5.1.2.1

TAPE TO/TAPE FROM
This software label key is used to set the range of networks to be loaded from the
data tape. To set the range:

1.

Enter the desired starting network number into the AR.

2.

Press the TAPE TO/TAPE FROM software label key.

3.

Enter the desired ending network number into the AR.

4.

Press the SHIFT key and TAPE TO/TAPE FROM.

If the networks specified are not on the data tape, the error message “LAST
NETWORK ON TAPE IS XXXX” is displayed. Enter a valid network range and press
PROCEED.
If the network range is valid, all the coils and latches used in the selected networks
on the data tape are checked against the coil and latch used table in the controller.
Any conflict is displayed on the screen along with a prompt to replace the
conflicting coil(s) or latch(es) with unused coil(s) or latch(es). All conflicts must be
resolved before the load can proceed.
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5.1.2.2

PC FROM
This function instructs the PC where to place the new networks in its memory. The
networks from the data tape can be inserted before existing networks, between
them, or immediately following them. To set the network location in the PC, enter
into the AR the PC network number at which the data tape networks are to be
inserted, and press the PC FROM software label key.
if the number entered into the AR is larger than the last network number in the PC
plus one, the following error message is displayed: “PC FROM # INVALID,
MAXIMUM NETWORK ALLOWED IS XXXX”. A valid network number must be
entered.

5.1.2.3

ALL
Pressing this software label key sets the following ranges:
TAPE FROM = 0001
*TAPE TO
= 9999
PC FROM
= 0001
*

The value 9999 is a default value used to ensure that all the networks are loaded;
it does not indicate that 9999 networks can be loaded into the 884.
When the PROCEED software label key is pressed, all the networks on the data
tape are loaded to the PC’s memory.

5.1.2.4

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press the CLR RNG software label key to clear the TAPE FROM/TAPE TO data
fields.

5.1.2.5

PROCEED
To begin loading networks from the data tape to the PC once a range has been
selected, press the PROCEED software label key.
As many networks as memory allows are loaded. If there are still networks
remaining when memory is full, an error message and the number of the next
network to be loaded are displayed.

51.3

Load Registers (REGISTERS)
All the registers on the PI90 data tape or just a portion of them can be loaded to
the 884 PC. When the REGISTERS software label key is pressed at password level
1 or higher, the following software labels appear on the screen:

References appear as 2XXXX, 4XXXX, etc.; XXXX can be any number from 0000 to
9999. Limits within the 0000 to 9999 range do exist and differ for each reference.
These limits are outlined in the configuration table.
To begin loading registers, select a register range using the available software
label keys then press the PROCEED software label key.
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5.1.3.1

FROM and TO
Use these software label keys to set the range of registers to be written from the
data tape to the PC. To set the range:
1.

Enter the desired starting register reference into the AR.

2.

Press the FROM software label key.

3.

Enter the desired ending register reference into the AR.

4.

Press the TO software label key.
NOTE

The FROM and TO fields must contain the same reference
type, for example from 40001 to 40050.
5.1.3.2

ALL 2XXXXIALL
Pressing this software label key followed by PROCEED writes all the registers,
20100-50016, on the data tape to the PC.
To write only the 2XXXX registers, press the SHIFT key and the ALL 2XXXXIALL
software label key followed by the PROCEED software label key.

5.1.3.3

ALL 5XXXXIALL 4XXXX
This software label key and the PROCEED software label key allow either all the
4XXXX output/holding registers or all the SXXXX double precision registers to be
written to the PC.
To write all the 4XXXX output registers, press ALL 5XXXXIALL 4XXXX then press
PROCEED. To write all the 5XXXX double precision registers:
1.

Press the SHIFT key.

2.

Press the ALL 5XXXXIALL 4XXXX software label key.

3.

Press the PROCEED software label key.

5.1.3.4

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press the CLR RNG software label key to clear the FROM and TO register data
fields.

5.1.3.5

PROCEED
When this software label key is pressed, the selected portion of the data tape (e.g.,
ALL 4XXXX references) is loaded to the PC.

51.4

Load Traffic Cop (TRAF. COP)
To load all the 800 series l/O module configuration data from the data tape to the
PC, at password level 3, press the TRAF. COP software label key then press
PROCEED. The password table in the data tape, if any, is only loaded if the PC
does not already have a password table.
A message appears if the number of configured l/O drops differs between the data
tape and the PC. At this point, PROCEED or PREV. MENU must be selected.
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Pressing PROCEED changes the number in the PC to match the number in the data
tape. Pressing PREV. MENU does not change the number in the PC and returns the
previous set of software labels.
5.1.4.1

PROCEED
Press this software label key to load the Traffic Cop information from the data tape
to the 884 PC.

5.1.4.2

PREV. MENU
Press this software label key to return to the previous set of software labels and
cancel the request.

5.1.5

OPTIONS
This function is used to load installed options from a data tape to the P190
Programmer. This is only allowed if the option already exists in the 884 PC.
To use this function, at password level 2 or 3:
1.

Press the OPTIONS software label key.

2.

Insert the appropriate data tape into the P190 tape drive.

3.

Press the PROCEED software label key.

The numbers of all the installed options are listed on the screen with a brief
description of each option. If there are no installed options in the data tape, the
following message is displayed: “NO LOADABLE DATA FOR OPTIONS”.
4.

Enter the desired option number into the AR.

5.

Press the ENTER key.

6.

Press the PROCEED software label key.

If the selected option is an installed option i.n the PC and contains loadable data,
the data is loaded. A message is displayed if the selected option is not installed
in the PC or if the option does not contain loadable data; the PREV. MENU
software label key must be pressed.
5.2

RECORD PC
The RECORD PC function is used to write data from the 884’s memory to a blank
tape in the P190 Programmer. All the available data is written to the tape. When
the RECORD PC software label key is pressed at any password level, the following
software labels appear on the screen:

The title, date, and serial number are the header information which is inserted in
the tape. The SHIFT and RUBOUTlBKSP keys are available when setting these
parameters. Pressing the SHIFT key and the RUBOUTlBKSP key erases the entire
entry; pressing only the RUBOUTlBKSP key erases the last character entered.
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When PROCEED is pressed to start the record operation, the PAUSE software label
key is displayed. Press PAUSE to stop the recording process. Once PAUSE has
been pressed, you can restart the operation by pressing CONTINUE or cancel it by
pressing ABORT.
52.1

SET TITLE
To insert a title for the newly created tape:
1.

Press the SET TITLE software label key.

The cursor is positioned beside the word TITLE on the P190 screen.

5.2.2

2.

Enter a maximum of 64 characters.

3.

Press the END TITLE software label key.

SET DATE
To set the date:
1.

Press the SET DATE software label key.

The cursor is positioned beside the word DATE on the P190 screen.

5.2.3

2.

Enter up to 20 characters.

3.

Press END DATE.

Set Serial Number (SET SER.#)
An optional serial number can be entered to help the user identify from which
controller the tape is taken. The serial number can be any number from one to six
digits in length and is chosen by the user.
To insert a serial number:

5.2.4

1.

Press the SET SER.# software label key.

2.

Enter the one to six digit serial number.

3.

Press the END SER.# software label key.

PROCEED
When this software label key is pressed, the PC’s memory is recorded onto the
write-enabled tape in the P190 Programmer. To write-enable a tape, slide the record
tab on the tape to the record position. When the operation is complete the
message “RECORD ALL MEMORY COMPLETE” is displayed.
When PROCEED is pressed, the STOP software label is available. When STOP is
pressed, the PROCEED and CANCEL software labels appear.
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5.3

COMPARE PC
The COMPARE PC function is used to compare the data on the P190 data tape with
the data in the PC. Miscompares are identified and displayed on the P190 screen.
It is possible to compare all the memory or just part(s) of it. When the COMPARE
PC software label key is pressed the following software labels appear on the
screen:

When PROCEED is pressed to start the comparison, a different set of software
labels is presented depending upon whether ERROR LOG or ERROR HALT is
selected and whether an error occurs. (See Section 5.35 for more information on
ERROR LOG and ERROR HALT). If ERROR HALT is set and an error occurs, the
following software label keys are displayed: ERROR LOG, ERROR HALT,
CONTINUE, and ABORT. This allows you to restart or cancel the comparison, or
to change the response to errors. In all other cases the PAUSE, ERROR LOG and
ERROR HALT software label keys are displayed.
The COMPARE PC functions are available at all password levels and with the 884’s
Memory Protect key in either position.
5.3.1

Compare All Memory (ALL MEMORY)
Press this software label key then the PROCEED software label key to compare the
following data between the data tape and the PC:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

5.3.2

Password Table
Traffic Cop Table
Networks
Registers
Coils
Configuration Data
Data in Installed Options

Compare Networks (NETWORKS)
All the networks on the PI90 data tape and in the 884’s memory or just a portion
of them can be compared. When the NETWORKS software label key is pressed the
following software labels appear on the screen:

To begin comparing networks, select a network range using the available software
label keys then press the PROCEED software label key.
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5.3.2.1

TAPE TO/TAPE FROM
This software label key and the SHIFT key are used to set the range of networks
to be compared. To set the range:
1.

Enter the desired starting network number into the AR.

2.

Press the TAPE TO/TAPE FROM software label key.

3.

Enter the desired ending network number into the AR.

4.

Press the SHIFT key and TAPE TO/TAPE FROM.

If the networks specified do not exist, the error message “LAST NETWORK ON
TAPE IS XXXX” is displayed. Enter a valid network range and press PROCEED.
If the network range is valid, the networks are compared column by column, one
network at a time. If the ERROR HALT function is being used (see Section 5.3.5),
the compare stops after a column of a network has been compared and one or
more miscompares have been found. The total number of miscompares indicates
the number of nodes that miscompared.
5.3.2.2

PC FROM
This function instructs the controller where to start the compare. To set the
starting network, enter the network number into the AR and press the PC FROM
software label key.

5.3.2.3

ALL
Pressing this software label key sets the following ranges:
TAPE FROM = 0001
= 9999
*TAPE TO
= 0001
PC FROM
* The value 9999 is a default value used to ensure that all the networks are loaded;
it does not indicate that 9999 networks can be loaded into the 884 PC.
When the PROCEED software label key is pressed, all the networks on the data
tape and in the PC’s memory are compared.

5.3.2.4

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press the CLR RNG software label key to clear the TAPE FROM/TAPE TO data
fields.

5.3.2.5

PROCEED
To begin the compare function once a range has been selected, press the
PROCEED software label key.
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5.3.3

Compare Registers (REGISTERS)
All the registers on the P190 data tape and in the PC, or just a portion of them, can
be compared. When the REGISTERS software label key is pressed the following
software labels appear on the screen:

To begin comparing registers, select a register range using the available software
label keys then press PROCEED.
5.3.3.1

FROM and TO
Use these software label keys to set the range of registers to be compared. To set
the range:
1.

Enter the desired starting register reference into the AR.

2.

Press the FROM software label key.

3.

Enter the desired ending register reference into the AR.

4.

Press the TO software label key.
NOTE
The FROM and TO fields must contain the same reference
type.

5.3.3.2

ALL 2XXXXIALL
Press this software label key then the PROCEED software label key to compare all
the registers (2XxXx, 4XXXX, and SXXXX) on the data tape and in the PC.
To compare only the 2XXXX registers:

5.3.3.3

1.

Press the SHIFT key.

2.

Press ALL 2XXXXIALL.

3.

Press PROCEED.

ALL 5XXXXIALL 4XXXX
All the 5XXXX double precision registers or all the 4XXXX output/holding registers
can be compared using this software label key, the SHIFT key, and PROCEED.
To compare all the 4XXXX output/holding registers, press the ALL 5XXXXIALL
4XXXX software label key then press PROCEED.
To compare all the 5XXXX double precision registers, press the SHIFT key then
press ALL SXXXXIALL 4XXXX and PROCEED.

5.3.3.4

Clear Range (CLR RNG)
Press the CLR RNG software label key to clear the FROM and TO register data
fields.
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53.35

PROCEED
When this software label key is pressed, the selected registers (e.g., ALL 5XXXX
references) are compared between the data tape and the PC.

5.3.4

Compare Traffic Cop (TRAF. COP)
Press the TRAF. COP software label key then press PROCEED to compare all the
800 series I/O module configuration data between the data tape and the PC. The
data is compared one rack at a time.
The password tables are also compared. If the P190 is attached at level 3, the
miscompared passwords are displayed. At any other privilege level, only the level
number at which the miscompare(s) exists is displayed. Asterisks appear in place
of the actual passwords.

5.3.5

ERROR HALT/ERROR LOG
The ERROR HALT/ERROR LOG function is used to select whether or not the
compare will halt when miscompares are found and displayed on the P190 screen.
Press the ERROR HALT/ERROR LOG software label key to select ERROR LOG and
allow the compare function to display miscompares when they are found and
continue the compare without pausing.
To select ERROR HALT press the SHIFT key and ERROR HALT/ERROR LOG. This
causes the compare to halt. If comparing the Traffic Cop, when one full rack of I/O
is compared and at least one miscompare is found and displayed, or when six or
more miscompares are found in one rack, the compare halts and displays no more
than six miscompares. If comparing networks, the compare halts after each
miscompared column of network data. The compare halts after each miscompared
register reference if comparing registers. To continue the compare function press
PROCEED.

5.3.6

Maximum Miscompare Count (MAX MC CNT)
This software label key is used to set a maximum number of miscompares; when
this number is reached the operation stops. To set the maximum count, enter a
number into the AR and press the MAX MC CNT software label key. The value is
displayed on the screen (e.g., MAX MISCOMPARE COUNT = 0050).
The controller defaults to a maximum miscompare count of 9999.
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Maximum miscompare count, 5-13
MEM/DIP switch, 4-7, 4-8
Memory protect, 2-4, 2-5
N
NETWORKS, 5-4, 5-10
NO PARITY, 4-10

OPERATIONS

0
LEVEL, 4-l 1

R
RECORD PC, 5-2, 5-8
REGISTERS, 4-3, 5-6, 5-12
RESET/EXIT, 2-2
RTU/ASCII, 4-10
RUBOUT/BKSP,
2-2
Rubout/Backspace,
2-2
S
SET DATE, 5-9
SET PORT, 4-9
SET SCAN, 4-9
Set serial number, 5-9
SET SER. #, 5-9
SET TITLE, 5-9
SHIFT, 2-1, 2-2
Software label keys, 2-l
START PC, 3-l
STOP PC, 3-2
T
Tape drive, 2-3
TAPE LDR, 3-2, 5-1
Tape Loader, 3-2, 5-l
TAPE TO/TAPE FROM, 5-5, 5-l 1
TO, 4-3 to 4-5, 5-7, 5-12
TRAF. COP, 5-7, 5-13
U
UPDATE (configuration
USER LOG, 4-3

table), 4-8
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PUBLICATIONS COMMENT FORM

Document Part Number
Title

P1-884*-005ev
‘
B

884 PC TapeLoaderUser’s Guide

We are constantly striving to improve the content and usability of our technical documents. You can help us by answering
the questions below and mailing this form to us. Also, if you find any errors or have any suggestions for improvement, please
let us know.
How do you use this document?
0 Introductionto the product
Cl Classroom resource

0 Operating instructions
q

Reference

0 Other

0 Self-study
0 Proorammina Procedures
Cl Advanced programming techniques
How did you get this document?
0 Received with equipment
0 Received from Sales or Customer
Service Representative

0 Ordered from Gould PC Division
0 Do not know
0 Other

Pleaaa rate this document.

Technical
Accuracy
Readability
Clarity
Examples

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
cl
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
cl

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

- Does the system work the way it is
described in the manual?
- Is the manual easy to read and
understand?
- Are the instructionseasy to follow?

- Are the examples helpful and realistic?
Are there enough examples?
Organization - Is the organization of the manual logical?
Is it easy to find what you are looking for?
illustrations - Are the illustrationsclear and useful?
- What did you think of the layout,
Phyalcal
Attractiveness printing. binding, etc?

0

Are there any terms or concepts that are not defined clearly?

0
0

0
0
II
0
0
C

Y
0

N
0

Y
0

N
cl

If so, what are they?

After reading this document, are you able to use the equipment?

What errors did you find in the manual? (Please include page numbers. Attach an extra sheet if necessary.)

Do you have any comments or suggestions?

Name

Street

Title

City

Dept./Mail Stop

State/Country

Company

Zip Code

Thank you for your help.

Telephone
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TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL
MOO-GOULD IA and ask

SYSTEMS

for an Order Entry Coordinator

PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM

Ship To: (if different):

Bill To:

Customer Contact
Name:
Purchase Order No.

Sub Total
Authorized Signature

Freight

Date

Total
Ordering

Instructions

Provide appropriate billing address and shipping address (if different from billing address).
Please provide a contact name and phone number in case ye have
a question about your order.
Indicate your purchase order number and date. (You may prepay
by enclosing a check for the full amount.)
Give the part number, description, and quantity for each document
ordered.

,~

Delivery
Unless otherwise specified, all orders are shipped best way surface,
F.O.B. Salem, NH (prepay and add if UPS surface, collect for truck
and air). If you specify insurance, you will be billed for these changes.
Gould will not assume any liability in connection with the shipment nor
shall the carrier be construed td be an agent of Gould

Payment
Terms are net 30 days from date of invoice. Unless otherwise stated,
partial shipments will generate partial invoices.

Prices
Prices are subject to change without notice. Individual prices can be
found in the Publications Catalog or obtained by calling an order Entry
Coordinator at l-800-GOULD IA.
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